Regulators Worldwide Voice Concerns with Volcker Rule

Volcker Rule Stirs Up Opposition Overseas (may require NY Times subscription).

- **UK**

U.K.'s Osborne Lodges 'Volcker Rule' Complaint (may require Wall Street Journal subscription).

UK Faces Volcker Rule Clash (may require Telegraph subscription).

- **Canada**

Bank of Canada’s Carney Says Volcker Rule Might Damage Markets (may require Bloomberg subscription).

Japan and Canada Have Issued Warnings on the Adverse Effect that the Implementation of the Volcker Rule, As Currently Proposed, is Likely to Have on World Fixed Income Markets (may require Financial Times subscription).

- **EU**

EU Red-Flags 'Volcker' (may require Wall Street Journal subscription).

- **Japan**

Japan and Canada Have Issued Warnings on the Adverse Effect that the Implementation of the Volcker Rule, As Currently Proposed, is Likely to Have on World Fixed Income Markets (may require Financial Times subscription).